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WELCOME
Welcome to Atlantis and
Sığacık-Teos
Welcome also to administrative
centre of “Asia Branch of Dionysus
Artists” of about 2300 years ago.*
Welcome to Sığacık, the seaport of
Seferihisar, the forerunner
implementation in Turkey of
the international Cittaslow
movement that started towards the
end of last century.
Welcome to the sea where you
can identify every single piece of
sand at the bottom, to the olive
trees that have been here very
long, to the home of tortoises that
some of which may be 150 years
old.
One hundred thousand square
meter (equivalent to 12 soccer
fields together with their spectator
stands) green land contains: 1600
metres of hiking trail, three large
pools, four special beaches, surf
club, diving course, and many
more enjoyable aspects including
the presence of meadow right in
front of your room where you can
lie freely or availability

of privacy that can keep you
away for hours and additional
activities such as listening
to live music performed by
continuously changing bands and
a playground for kids where they
capture Captain Hook’s vessel
together with Peter Pan. This last
one is open to all guests besides
the children as it offers cultural
activities that may involve people
from all age groups.
A life centre where your
complaint about its cuisine is
likely to be, “Am I putting on
weight? “and with all-night open
bathhouse and spa.
Besides all these, the remains of
the ancient site of Teos and the
Sığacık’s fortress are within
walking distance and the cosy
small bays of Sığacık can be
discovered with boat cruises,
fishing at its pure but a little cool
waters besides visiting nearby
villages to taste local wines and
olive oil are all extra privileges.
Because of the existing flora and
the fauna within the

premises and also as it is in the
archaeological site region the
present buildings cannot be
taken down to be replaced by
new ones. Besides, this
necessitates a motor vehicle ban
within the camp area.
Anyway, after seeing this
environment one wouldn’t want to
drive in the camp anyway;
therefore for people who don’t
favour walking the camp is not too
convenient. The steady breeze of
Sığacık Bay causes no humidity to
be present, and as a result sleeping
is really restful.
This is a holiday village that is
equipped with the necessary
infrastructure for doing yoga in the
best way and for children to play
in tree houses that will remain in
their dreams for a long time. Some
scenes of especially the happyending
love affair of the movie “Olanlar
Oldu” were shot at the old
windmill within the camp area and
ever since the showing of the film,
the deserted windmill has turned
into place for making vows. In
short you can easily get lost if you
don’t carry

a map of the camp with you and in
all likelihood will regret the fact
that you haven’t made your
vacation plans for a longer period.
We extend a great welcome by
the experienced and hard
working Atlantis personnel and their
intern helping youngsters who strive
to make your stay unforgettable.
Every day at 11 a.m., we meet at
Sunset Bistro to answer your
questions about our hotel while
raising our glasses to you and
sipping on coctails prepared with
the fruits harvested from our own
orchards. This is also where our
small tour of the hotel begins. We
will be happy to see you there…

* These artists were sending
performers to all of Middle East and
all around the Mediterranean, in other
words ancient world’s performing arts
activities were being managed from
here.

ATLANTIS IS TEOS.
Atlantis is Seferihisar’s
waterfront peninsula reaching
for the pure waters of the
Aegean Sea. The archaeological
Teos remains and Siğacık’s
fortress are within walking
distance. Teos
remains and the accompanying
outdoor museum is accessible
through a walk in the woods and
Sığacık’s fortress and bay,
Emeksiz Bay, is over a hill that is
next to Atlantis. The Sunday
bazaar of Sığacık is Turkey’s first
female producers’ bazaar. Most
shoppers prefer to be there early
in the morning to devour
Seferihisar women’s pies and
stuffed leaves sharing with the
bazaar crowd.
Beyler and Gödence villages of
Seferihisar are places to
visit and drive to these villages
must be followed by wine and
olive oil tasting and by tea
at the village coffee shops
overlooking the blue of the sea in
distance. Ulamış or Bademler are
other villages 10-15 kilometres
away and their local bazaars are
abound with plants most likely
you

haven’t heard of. Coffee shops in
these places are almost always
under the shade of old plane trees
that you wouldn’t want to leave
once you’ve seen them.
Within reach a little further
away are Ephesus, Virgin
Mary’s recluse, Şirince,
Pamukkale, Hierapolis,
Aphrodisias through either
driving personally or with
organised tours. Visiting the
various coves in Sığacık Bay
with a boat is another option.
The crystal clean water of the
bay almost allows you to
count the sands at the bottom.
Fishing in these waters or just
simply diving and swimming are
further possibilities.

You could even visit Samos
Island... Just call 1033 for
information on guest services or
reservations.

FOOD

BEVERAGES
Welcome to Atlantis all inclusive
holiday. Here is some detail for
making your stays even more
enjoyable:
Because Atlantis is spread over
an area that is 100.000m2 in size
you are advised to hold on to the
site map given to you at check in
and study the various places
where you can eat and spend
time with the help of the
following table.

We are trying to discard less waste
to garbage through an
implementation we’ve started this
year. The savings gathered through
this measure will be transferred to
the Foundation for Children with
Leukaemia as a contribution of our
guests and the related documents
will be presented to the
contributors. We expect you
support. Another subject we hope
for your support is for health
purposes and it concerns keeping
the food within the service areas
(not taking out with you).

Imported drinks, cocktails,
fresh squeezed fruit juices
and tobacco products are
exempt from the all inclusive
system.
Maya Bistro

and Beach

that is within Atlantis
area are also priced.
You can conveniently have
priced goods and use Maya’s
services with the chip given
during check in without need to
carry cash with you.

All inclusive system at
Atlantis ends at 11 pm except
at Sunway Bistro
.
Working conditions of
restaurants
and bars may change based
on seasonal conditions; the
necessary information will
be posted at the bulletin
boards.
All inclusive choices are
available between 7:30 am and
11 pm for you to benefit from.
Still, to feel more relaxed during
your lunches and suppers we
advise you to consult the guest
services for detailed hours.

Warm Drinks, Soda,
Fruit Juices
17 – 02.00
Sunway Bistro
All inclusive
All Beverages
10 – 02.00
Atlantis Bar
All inclusive
Charged after 11 pm
Non-alcoholic Beverages /
Beer and Warm Drinks
10 – 18.00
Poolbar
All inclusive
Tea and Coffee
10 – 23.00
Orient Bar
All inclusive
All Drinks
23 – 02.00
Cave Bar (disco)
Charged
All Beverages
11 -20:00
Sunset Bistro
All inclusive & Charged

FOOD
Breakfast
07.30 – 10.00
Atlantis restaurant
Open buffet
Late Breakfast
10 – 11:00
Atlantis Restaurant
lower terrace Small
open buffet
Donut
16 – 17.00
Harry Potter
Self Service
(During school vacations)
Waffle/Fruit/Ayran
11 – 15.45
Harry Potter
Self Service
(During school vacations)
Coffee Break+Late Lunch
10.30 – 16.00
Harry Potter
Healthy Foods / Street Food
Lunch
12:30 – 14:00
Atlantis restaurant
Open Buffet

Evening Buffet for Children
19 – 20.00
Atlantis restaurant
(indoors)
Open Buffet
(During school vacations)
Dinner
19 – 21.00
Atlantis restaurant
Open buffet
A la Carte restaurant
19 – 21.30
Maya Bistro
Special Fish Menu Fix
Menu with Prior
Reservation including
one Turkish alcoholic drink
(€ 15 per person)
Sandwich and Soup Service
17 - 02.00
Sunway Bistro
Prepared to taste
All-day snacks
11:00 – 20:00
Sunset Bistro
Prepared to taste

FOR GUESTS WITH CHILDREN
Atlantis is a special place with
its vast area aiming to have
everybody together and most of
all the families with children.
Natural solutions to
expectations of families with
babies and/or teenagers are
present at Atlantis.
Babies, when their families
check in, even before the family
settles in its room, can enjoy the
baby care room
right at the
reception area.
They can be breastfed there and
you can disinfect their bottles,
use the tub and feel comfortable
and secure while they play with
their age group in the playpen
safely.
In the following days during the
use of the main restaurant you can
have baby chairs and access to
microwave.
The children sections of
two pools
one of
which uses sea water are

guaranteed for the safe swimming
of children.
The days generally start early for
families with children.
Yet, if your room is at ground
floor, let them walk out when
they get up to play freely on the
grass right in front of your room
and start your day a little later
confident in your beds by hearing
their voices.
Now you are ready for the
breakfast with healthy and non
objectionable food followed by the
hours of moving around and
enjoyment. Slide pool, Captain
Hook’s vessel to be captured,
Gulliver, Asterix
and Smurfs are all for your
children under the tree shades.
, Captain Hook’s vessel to be
captured, Gulliver, Asterix and
Smurfs are all for your children
under the tree shades.

Youngsters who had pedagogical
training will oversee children’s
activities during 10 am – 12:30
pm and 2 – 5 pm soar them to
release their energies and prepare
their shows and handicrafts for
your enjoyment.
If you plan to spend time with
your children during your vacation
you are advised
to use the “special family
activities”. List and details of
sports activities, plays and
entertainments that you can
have with children are
available daily at our
children’s’ club. Electronic
games section with a rich
selection is ready for use of the
desiring children at the upper
floor of the reception lobby.
Along with the numerous sports
activities, the children can join
competitions, pool games, DJ
courses, etc. For

those who prefer to be by
themselves, Atlantis offers fishing
in the rocky shores of the hotel,
diving with a snorkel to discover
the underwater, watching surfers or
divers (even practicing these things
under the supervision of trainers)
and even sunning in a remote corner
of the peninsula with headphones to
keep them away from the rest.
It is up to them to establish
friendships with the members of
the continuously changing music
bands or to be part of various
cultural activities.
On the other hand, your children can
save energy and continue their
entertainment by eating from the rich
and nutritious children’s buffet
throughout the day.

WATER
AND
MORE

BEACHES

POOLS

There are four beaches in
Atlantis. First is adjacent to
Akkum
, in front of surf
course. Another one is at Maya
rocks where Sığacık joins the
Aegean Sea. Third one
is at
Cave cove and the
last one
is at the foot of
the waterfall. The waterfall beach
contains a small sandy area
besides the rocks of the beach.

One of the three large pools is a
sea water pool
and it is
situated at the lower garden. The
pool that is next to the children
park is a slide pool and is for
guests who look for
entertainment and play. (The
slides in this pool can be used
between 9:30 am and noon and at
1:30 pm to 5 pm.) The quiet pool
that is close
to the restaurants also hosts music
activities at nights. Both this and
sea water pool have special
sections for small children.
The lifeguard working hours are
between 10: 00-12: 00 and 14: 0017: 00. You are swimming at your
own risk outside these hours.

Sığacık-Teos more than
anything else is sea and
water.
Sığacık bay and the peninsula on
which Atlantis is situated can be
imagined to be within each other.
Akkum Beach that is at the
entrance of Atlantis is the best of
Seferihisar’s three beaches.

DIVING
Teos Divers
(extension
3049), the diving school right
next to Maya Beach, is
operative year around. One
can dive alone or accompanied by
a trainer. To watch or take photos
of the lively sea water of Sığacık
and its rocks, sand and other
beauties requires prior
appointment by phone.

Pirates Water Sports
provides optimists, lasers and
catamarans for those who wish
to sail across Sığacık Bay
(extension 3056)
Besides all these, you can
discover the waters around the
peninsula using a snorkel or fish
at the rocky shores any day of
the year. It has
to be noted that the waters of
Sığacık that is considered to be
cool for some is 18 degrees
Celsius during winter months.

ARTS, SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Atlantis summers are something
else. In the arts and sports areas
spread around its vast land, each
day at least some activity is
realised. The only amphitheatre
that is this side of İzmir is in
Atlantis; after all, the descendants
of Teos are in here. The 800 seat
theatre hosts a different event
almost every evening. These
included unforgettable concerts by
Cahit Berkay, Emrah Karaca and
Moğollar in 2017 and by Leman
Sam and Grup Gündoğarken in
2018.
Around the pool next to the
restaurants is another live
music area. Each evening
there is music for children and
grownups. Maya beach and
Pirates Water Sports
neighbourhoods have DJ
performances. The paid
Saturday evening beach
parties are famous.In
2019, 110 live music shows and
135 different kinds of

entertainment activities, theatre
plays, events and parties were
organized in Atlantis.
Cave disco
is a beach
during the day and turns into an
outdoors disco at nights until 2
am under the stars and music
performed by
well-known DJs to the tune of
which you can dance.
Slide pool
is ready for
volunteers for light sports
activities. During the day under
the breeze, the wild voices
coming from that direction make
you wonder what is going on. The
tennis court
, volleyball field, zumba
platform
or at Harry
Potter Fort
are always
busy with some sports or show
activities keeping the guests
occupied all day long.

However we advise you to use
the 1600 metres long trekking
path early in the morning and
pretend as if you are somebody
from Sığacık. The walk can be
followed by a healthy and rich
breakfast and the rest of the day
can be planned as you like.

The daily information is displayed
at the bulletin boards or can be
obtained from the guest services or
from the screen at your room or
even from our site page in your
mobiles.

SLOWDOWN FAST
You have two choices among the
rich flora of Atlantis: Either while
entering or a little later you leave
“out” your
life outside or spend the time
without noticing any of the
beauties.
We definitely advise the first.
Certainly we don’t promise you a
couple of flawless
and full days. How could we?
Both we and Atlantis have
many deficiencies and besides,
flawlessness and completeness
depends upon the individual.
However, we say “slowdown
fast”...
Look at the century-old olive
trees and the tortoise that may
be 150 years old and
its family. Think about the reason
of visiting Atlantis by the
Mediterranean seals every
December. Or wonder about why
the deserted cats and dogs that
have been earlier adopted with
enthusiasm

are coming to Atlantis with
humble looks. You won’t see
much of it but there is an
involved activity going on for
this purpose.
Anyway, slowdown, breathe deep
and take in excessive oxygen and
iodine. In one of the following
days may be you’ll make use of
the noon to 3 pm free hours of
bath and sauna at Serene Spa
and Wellness or prefer to do
sports at the lower floor of the
same place and complete a fine
bathe among the green and blue
accompanied by a cup of tea
watching the beach of Akkum.
You can even call extension
3034 to arrange a paid service of
bath, skincare, relaxing, therapy
or even one of the Far eastern
massages. If you didn’t have
time to have your hair done
before checking in or even
planning to surprise your spouse,
call

extension 3036 to make an
appointment at Gold Scissors
hairdresser that is available from 9
am to 11 pm for both ladies and
gentlemen. You may be curious
about or already practicing yoga;
anyway at
the hill overlooking Sığacık Bay
we have a yoga place. It doesn’t
have to be yoga, when not busy
you can use the place for any
personal sports activity.
Information for yoga is available
at guest services
or at the desks at the entrance
lobby.

You can also spend time in our
organic garden, where we have
vegetables and fruits grown in
the Aegean sun.
Don’t forget, you have to start saying
“I’ll breathe deep and slowdown
fast!”

NATURAL LIFE AREA ATLANTIS
Atlantis enables you to have
your vacation without need to
part from your pets. Since
2017 we hosted happily guests
who brought their dogs, cats, birds
in cage and even a duck. From the
guests that have their stay
receiving special service at rooms
that are arranged for this purpose
we only expect to attend the
needs and comfort of other
guests. In short:
The guests should not bring their
pets to the restaurants and pool
areas, kindly help keep the yards
clean with the use of plastic bags
placed at the rooms, don’t leave
their pets alone at the rooms to
cause them cry, to have their pets
with them when their rooms are
being cleaned by the room service
personnel or leave their telephone
numbers at easily seen places so
that when a problem arises they
can be reached easily.

We thought, if these requests
were observed why shouldn’t we
be a “pet friendly hotel”? We
were trying to respect the
natural life at the wide Atlantis
area. Tortoise family, different
kinds of birds, other animals
living at the rocky
shores without ever disturbing
guests are already at Atlantis.
Therefore our guests coming here
to rest should not be expected to
leave their pets
at back at “hostels” or at their
friends.

We started to give special paid
service to guests that came
without knowing this possibility.
We received many praises and
congratulations for this in 2017
that made
us happy. Consequently, our
guests who woke up in the
mornings with the chirping of
birds or barking of far away
dogs that made them feel
confident will be able to see
and hear a few more
domesticated beings.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Do you have ala carte restaurant?
At Maya Bistro you can have paid lunch
and supper ala carte and use their bar
service during the day.

additional fee of 30 Euros will be
charged for the reserved room and
then the room and all inclusive
services can be used.

Do you have car rental? What is its
price?
We have car rental; cost information can
be obtained from guest services.

How far are you from the airport?
Airport is 50 kilometres, 45 minutes
away.

Do you have baby sitter service?
In Atlantis there is a Mini Club for
children aged 4- 12 but we don’t have
baby care service.

What is the checkout hour for
vacating the room? For example if
our flight is at 6 pm can we make
use of services?
Departure has to be at noon; however
depending upon occupancy rate you can
keep your room till 6 pm for an
additional fee of 30 Euros.
Can we move in earlier then
check in hour and benefit from
Atlantis facilities?
Check in hour for all guests is 2 pm.
The guests that arrive earlier can wait
at the reception lobby for the
preparation of room but cannot use all
inclusive services. Wishing to use
general area or services an

How can we come to the hotel
from the airport?
We have paid commuting service
from the airport. One-way rates are
as follows: EUR 60 for 1- 4
person(s), EUR 100 for 5-8 persons
and EUR 165 for 9-15 persons. You
can arrange for the transfer during
reservation or from the guest services
while at the hotel.
Alternatively, if you prefer to act on
your own, you can use the subway from
the airport and then a minibus.
Is all inclusive available 24
hours? At Club Resort Atlantis all
inclusive service is available from 10
am to 11 pm, outside these hours food
is
charged. There is Sunway Sandwich Bar
until 2 am at night. Non alcoholic drinks
do not require payment.
We want to bring our cat or dog;
do you accept pets?
Yes, you can share your room with
pets for a daily fee of EUR 10. For

hygiene reasons and due regard towards
some other guests you cannot bring them
to the restaurant and pool areas.
Without renting a room, can we
make use of daily Club Resort
Atlantis facilities?
You can use our all-inclusive
services between 10 am and 6 pm for
a daily fee of TRY 200 per person,
and between 6 pm and 11 pm for a
daily fee of TRY 120 per
person. Children aged 0 – 6 are free and
7 – 12 ages are charged 50%.
Is there Internet connection in
the rooms?
Internet connections pace and power
varies in the rooms. In the general areas
of Atlantis there is wi-fi connection for
the use of the guests. For faster and more
powerful connection you can get
passwords from the reception by paying
extra. This is 3 Euros daily and 10 Euros
weekly.
How large are the rooms?
Standard rooms are 22 square metres
large and suitable for 2+1
persons. However for larger families we
have suites and wider rooms.

Are there safes in the rooms for our
valuables?
Yes there are; the keys can be obtained
from the reception free of charge against a
deposit.
Are there mini bars in the rooms
and are they free?
In Atlantis rooms mini bars have
only drinking water and they are
free.

I want to change my room, is this
possible?
Depending upon the occupancy of the
hotel you can change your room during
2 – 5 pm at a charge of 50 Euros.
Information can be obtained from guest
services at the lobby.
Does the hotel own a private
beach? Akkum beach is a common
beach but the part of it that is in front of
our entrance is for our guests. The beach
that belongs to hotel is at the left of
Akkum beach. Additionally there are
three platform and one sand beaches
within our area. During your stay you
can use any of these beaches.
Do you have an indoor pool at the
hotel?
There isn’t an indoor pool at the hotel.
Two of the three pools (quiet pool, salt
water pool and the animation pool
with slide) have sections for children.
How far is the centre and how can
we go there?
Atlantis is 1.2 kilometres to Sığacık
Marina, 1.5 kilometres to Sığacık fort
and 7 kilometres to Seferihisar centre.
During summer there are regular
minibuses that pass from our entrance
and go to the centre.
Is your establishment handicapped
conscious?
Yes, paths and slopes that can be used
by the disabled guests are all over
Atlantis. There are seven rooms
specially designed for the
handicapped
When was the last time the
premises were renewed?
Atlantis is at an archaeological site, that
means new buildings cannot be made.

However each year the season starts
after the necessary maintenance and
renovation are done.
Do you have a meeting hall?
We have a hall for 150 participants.
Daily rate for use depends upon number
of participants, duration of the meeting
and number of coffee breaks.
Do you sell rooms with sea views?
Our standard or family rooms have
rooms with garden and sea views.
However, you cannot reserve the view
beforehand. If available, they can be
helped out. You can get information at
the reception
What is the concept of the hotel?
Our hotel offers “all inclusive” or “room
only”. Our guests who choose “only
rooms” can make use of the breakfast,
lunch and dinner service with an
additional charge.
Can we secure our reservation?
Y
o
u
c
a
n
a
l
s
o
t
a
k
e
o
u

t travel cancellation insurance to make
your reservation. This insurance gives
you the unconditional right to cancel up
to 72 hours before the trip and get the
money back.
What is the nature of the sea like?
The sea in front of the hotel entrance is
shallow on the shore and gets deeper and
deeper. The floor consists of a mixture of
sand and gravel.
Can you get a baby bed?
For guests with babies we have baby
beds that are available free of charge on
request.
Do you have any additional
services for “honeymoon guests”?
The room will be decorated on the day
of arrival. Fruit basket and wine are of
course given in the room as our wedding
gift.

MAYA – TIP OF ATLANTIS PENINSULA
The night of December 31, 2016 was
a first in Atlantis history. The New
Year was being welcome at the
restaurant of the boutique hotel that
is named Maya that would be open
all year long. In the following days
the first hotel in Sığacık-Teos that has
central heating started to host guests
by the Atlantis rocks.
Maya that hosts its customers on
“bed and breakfast” basis hopes to
serve them local products procured
directly from the producers and
processed at the expert hands of
chefs and cooks as the representative
of “slow food” movement. This is
unique at the region and the
restaurant is situated over the rocks,
almost inside the sea.

You may want to taste these in this setup
one day during your stay at Atlantis or
celebrate a special day during your stay
with friends or alone with your
companion.
To achieve this special-to-you sort of
service, it will suffice to make a
reservation at Maya at the discounted
rates given to Atlantis guests
Maya Beach will be happy to host you
at beach parties on Saturdays or any
other time with a quieter sea
surrounding.

The fish from the bay are cooked in a
special way and the local vegetables
some of which are gathered inside
Atlantis are used within the day.
*It must be added that one special care of
Atlantis guests is needed: At Maya
beaches Maya Bistro serves the food;
please do not bring Atlantis food to Maya
beaches. For one very obvious reason:
Maya guests do not get those foods.

